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Abstract Risk management of nanotechnology is
challenged by the enormous uncertainties about the
risks, benefits, properties, and future direction of
nanotechnology applications. Because of these uncer-
tainties, traditional risk management principles such
as acceptable risk, cost–benefit analysis, and feasibil-
ity are unworkable, as is the newest risk management
principle, the precautionary principle. Yet, simply
waiting for these uncertainties to be resolved before
undertaking risk management efforts would not be
prudent, in part because of the growing public
concerns about nanotechnology driven by risk per-
ception heuristics such as affect and availability. A
more reflexive, incremental, and cooperative risk
management approach is required, which not only
will help manage emerging risks from nanotechnolo-
gy applications, but will also create a new risk
management model for managing future emerging
technologies.
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Introduction

Nanotechnology presents both an unprecedented
challenge and an unparalleled opportunity for risk
management. On the one hand, nanotechnology does
not “fit” traditional risk management models, thereby
impeding effective actions to manage nanotechnology
risks using those existing approaches. On the other
hand, nanotechnology will force risk managers to
devise innovative new risk management approaches
that may be applicable to other emerging technologies
in the future.

As nanotechnology has emerged from the labora-
tory into industrial manufacture and commercial
distribution, the potential for human and environmen-
tal exposure, and hence, risk, have become an
increasing reality and priority. For purposes of this
paper, we focus on the health, safety and environ-
mental risks of nanotechnology, rather than more
socio-economic or future risks such as privacy,
terrorism, and economic displacement. As discussed
below, the difficulties in identifying, never mind
quantifying, the health, safety, and environmental
risks of nanotechnology are a major impediment to
applying traditional risk management approaches to
nanotechnology. Risk management of nanotechnolo-
gy is further challenged by the broad range of
technologies and products encompassed within the
term “nanotechnology,” both in terms of current
products and applications and even more in terms of
future generations of products [26, 55]. The rapid
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pace of development of nanotechnologies, the diffi-
culty in defining nanotechnology, and the substantial
potential offsetting health and environmental benefits
of some nanotechnology applications further compli-
cate risk management of nanotechnology. Finally, risk
management of nanotechnology must take into ac-
count public perceptions about the risks and benefits
of nanotechnology and the growing public demands
for regulatory oversight.

This paper analyzes the applicability of traditional
risk management principles and new approaches
based on the precautionary principle to nanotechnol-
ogy, and finds these available approaches to be
inadequate and unworkable. Nanotechnology will
therefore require and force the development of new
risk management models, an example of which we
suggest here.

Existing Risk Management Principles

Both traditional risk management principles such as
acceptable risk, cost–benefit analysis, and the feasi-
bility principle, along with more recent innovations
such as the precautionary principle, are inadequate to
meet the risk management challenges presented by
nanotechnology.

Traditional Risk Management Principles

The three most common traditional models for risk
management of hazardous agents are (a) acceptable
risk, (b) cost-benefit analysis, and (c) feasibility (or
best available technology). Acceptable risk approaches
rely on risk assessment to describe the risks of an
agent, and then seek to reduce risks to levels that are
socially acceptable. Current understanding of nano-
technology risks is too uncertain to permit meaningful
risk assessment, and is likely to remain so for some
time [11, 37, 43, 44, 48, 56]. There are no accepted
test methods or validated data that can be used to
prepare scientifically credible quantitative estimates
of risk of specific nanotechnology applications at this
time [59, 73].

Some initial animal studies have indicated the
potential for toxicity in at least some nanomaterials,
but these studies are very preliminary involving very
high exposures that do not permit human risk
assessment [47, 73]. Moreover, the initial studies give

early indications of the likely complexity of nano-
technology risk assessment. For example, different
forms of single-walled nanotubes present strikingly
different risks depending on the manufacturing
process and facility [37, 77]. The toxicity of nano-
materials appears to be determined by a complex set
of characteristics, including size, surface area, chem-
ical composition, coating, shape, and route of expo-
sure [47, 48, 73]. Given this complexity, extrapolation
of toxicological properties from other materials,
including other nanomaterials, is currently unreliable,
requiring risks to be determined on a case-by-case
basis [19, 22, 59], a daunting prospect given the
hundreds of nanotechnology products currently on the
market and the thousands more to come.

Not only are risk-based approaches infeasible from a
scientific perspective, they are also legally suspect, as
regulators generally lack the risk information they need
to make the threshold findings required to take
regulatory action under, for example, most US environ-
mental statutes [19]. The nanotechnology risk assess-
ment dilemma is thus aptly summarized by Kristen
Kulinowski, Executive Director of the Center for
Biological and Environmental Nanotechnology: “We
are in this awkward middle territory where we have
just enough information to think there is an issue, but
not enough information to really inform policymakers
about what to do about it” (quoted in 46).

Another complication is the rapid pace of nano-
technology development, which is rapidly outpacing
the development of risk assessment for these technol-
ogies [56]. For example, even though hundreds of
nanotechnology products are already on the market,
some involving significant exposure to workers and
consumers, the US Environmental Protection
Agency’s recently issued White Paper on nanotech-
nology provides a timeline for oversight, in which it
will not be until the year 2011 or 2012 that the agency
has sufficient risk knowledge to develop a systematic
approach for managing the risks of nanotechnologies
([77], p. 112). Of course, by that time, virtually every
citizen will have been exposed to nanomaterials, and
new generations of nanotechnology products will be
entering the market, creating new risk uncertainties.
As David Rajeski of the Woodrow Wilson Center
warns, “[i]f you think that any existing regulatory
framework can keep pace with this rate of change,
think again” ([55], p. 45). This is not to say that the
development of risk assessment approaches for
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nanotechnology is not needed, but only that we
cannot rely on risk-based approaches to provide the
primary risk management solution in at least the
short-term for such a rapidly emerging technology.

Finally, acceptable risk approaches generally suffer
from a structural disadvantage: by only considering
risks and their acceptability, they disregard other
important factors such as the benefits of the technol-
ogy creating the risks and the costs of reducing risks.
As discussed below, these factors are likely critical for
socially optimal decisions about nanotechnology.

A second traditional risk management model is
cost–benefit analysis or balancing, in which the costs
and benefits of proposed risk management options are
balanced. Unlike the acceptable risk model, the cost–
benefit model has the advantage of considering both
the benefits and risks of nanotechnology, which is
important given that nanotechnology is likely to
present both risks and benefits for public health and
the environment [19]. Nonetheless, the cost–benefit
model is ill-equipped for managing nanotechnology at
this time, given the immense uncertainties about its
risks and benefits.

The enormous number and diversity of potential
nanotechnology applications also make this approach
unfeasible—a global cost–benefit balancing for nano-
technology as a whole would mask the significant
cost–benefit variance that likely exists between
different applications. Alternatively, performing sepa-
rate cost–benefit balances for each specific nanotech-
nology application would likely overwhelm available
risk management resources given the large number of
potential applications. While some qualitative weigh-
ing of the risks and benefits of nanotechnology may
be a useful exercise for purposes of thinking about
how those risks should be managed, cost–benefit
analysis does not provide a workable risk manage-
ment approach for nanotechnology at this time.

The third and final traditional risk management
principle is the feasibility or best available technology
approach. This approach, which requires reduction of
risks to the lowest level technologically or economi-
cally feasible, has the advantage of not requiring
information about risks or benefits. Indeed, the
feasibility approach has achieved considerable popu-
larity among policymakers in recent years because it
allows circumvention of controversies over risk anal-
ysis and jumps straight to reducing risks to the extent
possible [5, 14, 61, 78]. Given the enormous uncer-

tainties about nanotechnology risks, this approach has
some appeal. The strength of the feasibility approach is
also its key weakness, however, because, while
ignoring risk information avoids controversy, it also
avoids addressing what is truly important, which is risk
[45, 66]. The feasibility approach thus may over-
regulate or under-regulate risks depending on whether
the best available technology is necessary or sufficient
to reduce unacceptable risks. This problem could be
particularly problematic for an emerging technology
such as nanotechnology.

Moreover, it is not at all clear how the best
available technology approach could or would work
for nanotechnology. Certainly, the application of work
practices and other precautions that seek to limit
exposure to nanomaterials appears sensible. But we
may not know enough to go further and require
technology controls on production processes, includ-
ing pollution control of emissions, when we know so
little about the nature, level, controllability, and risks
of released nanoparticles. It is also difficult to apply a
best technology approach to the growing number of
nanotechnology consumer products given that the
public’s use and disposal of such products is difficult
to control. Finally, a best available technology
approach deters companies from developing better
control technologies, since doing so will only result in
more stringent (and hence costly) regulations [2]; this
is the wrong incentive for a rapidly emerging
technology such as nanotechnology [57].

In sum, none of the three traditional models of risk
management are capable of effectively managing the
risks from nanotechnology at this time given the
tremendous uncertainties that exist for this emerging
technology. This realization has prompted some to
advocate application of the most recent entry in the
risk management toolbox, the precautionary principle.

The Precautionary Principle

Numerous public interest groups and scholars have
called for the precautionary principle to be applied to
nanotechnology [17, 21, 27, 38, 79]. The precaution-
ary principle, which has emerged in recent years as an
alternative approach to risk management, is often
summarized by the phrase “better safe than sorry.”
The precautionary principle recognizes that health and
environmental decisions often must be made in the
face of pervasive uncertainty, and therefore calls on
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decision makers to err on the side of safety by
delaying new technologies until their safety can be
adequately ensured. This requirement is often framed
in terms of shifting the burden of proof to the
proponent of a technology to demonstrate its safety.
Given the massive uncertainty about nanotechnology
risks, this technology might appear to be an ideal
candidate for application of the precautionary princi-
ple. Yet in fact nanotechnology vividly demonstrates
the limitations of the principle as a decision-making
tool; the precautionary principle too is not a workable
risk management model for nanotechnology.

The first problem with the precautionary principle is
that it is too poorly defined to serve as a decision-
making rule. While lawmakers and proponents fre-
quently cite to “the” precautionary principle, there is no
standard text for the principle, and the dozens of
formulations that have been suggested differ in impor-
tant respects [52]. Moreover, no version of the
precautionary principle answers the critical questions
that need to be considered in moving forward with
regulatory decisions, such as what level or type of
evidence (if any) of harm is sufficient to trigger the
principle, what quantum and types of data must a
manufacturer produce to satisfy the principle, what
level of risk is acceptable, and how should the benefits
of a technology be weighed against its risks (if at all;
[40]). Without any criteria or guidelines to resolve
these questions, the precautionary principle is prone to
arbitrary and capricious decision-making, if not out-
right mischief. Examples of such unreasonableness
include the invocation of the precautionary principle to
ban corn flakes enhanced with essential vitamins in
The Netherlands, prohibit caffeinated energy drinks in
France, prohibit cranberry juice beverages in Denmark
because they contain vitamin C, and reject food aid
containing some genetically modified corn in the
famine-affected nation of Zaire [41].

The precautionary principle suffers from another
flaw in that it is biased toward the status quo,
impeding new technologies even if they may ulti-
mately prove beneficial for the environment or public
health [12, 25]. It is quite possible that a freeze or
moratorium on nanotechnology per the precautionary
principle would do more harm than good to human
health and the environment, never mind the many
other benefits of nanotechnology that would be
forgone. Nanotechnology offers many promising
health and environmental benefits, including more

effective and safer cancer treatments, improved
medical diagnostics, remediation of hazardous wastes,
cleaner energy sources, and improved control of
pollution emissions [24, 77]. Given these potential
benefits, precaution and emphasis on protecting
health and the environment might actually weigh in
favor of promoting rather than restricting nanotech-
nology. The precautionary principle fails to provide
guidance on which direction to pursue [69, 70]. Finally,
there is evidence that application of the precautionary
principle increases, rather than addresses, the public’s
concerns and anxiety about a technology [82], and thus
cannot be defended on the instrumental ground of
enhancing public assurance.

Some have suggested that the precautionary prin-
ciple makes the most sense for protecting against
“catastrophic risks” that could irreversibly destroy
major parts of the human population or the earth’s
ecosystem [72]. This argument has been applied to
nanotechnology. For example, two weeks after the 9/
11 terrorist attacks on the United States, the New York
Times published an article debating whether, in light
of the horrific application of a generally peaceful
technology demonstrated by the 9/11 attacks, human-
ity might be better off in the long run to forgo a
powerful new technology such as nanotechnology
that could be used for enormous good or evil [34].
Commentators such as Bill Joy have speculated that
nanotechnology could be used to develop swarms of
self-replicating nanobots that could destroy the planet,
often referred to as the “grey goo” scenario [29].
Applying the precautionary principle to this possibil-
ity, the argument goes that no amount of potential
benefits from nanotechnology would justify assuming
a risk (no matter how small) of such a catastrophic
consequence.

There are several problems with this nano-catas-
trophism argument. First, virtually all serious analyses
of the grey goo scenario—including a recent analysis
by Eric Drexler, who first posed the problem [13]—
have concluded that it is extremely implausible if not
impossible [51]. Second, catastrophic scenarios can
be envisioned for virtually any technology, but we
would be paralyzed into inaction if we avoided any
technology that could be associated with such a
scenario, no matter how implausible. The first
environmental release of a genetically modified
organism, the so-called ice minus bacterium, was
alleged to create the risk of destabilizing global
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climate by spreading throughout the upper atmo-
sphere and disrupting the normal cloud seeding
processes [30]. The new particle accelerator built for
the Brookhaven National Laboratory in 2000 alleg-
edly could have produced a shower of quarks that
might have turned the entire earth into some new type
of matter [53]. Any given international traveler could
conceivably have inoculated himself with the small-
pox virus and entered the country with the intention
of starting a devastating pandemic, a catastrophic risk
that could only be prevented by banning all interna-
tional travel. While preventing catastrophic risks
should be a top priority, it would not be practical to
allow the mere possibility of some remote catastroph-
ic risk to be a sufficient rationale for banning a
promising technology [53, 72].

Finally, while it may be possible to imagine
potential catastrophic risks from nanotechnology, it
is also possible to envision potential future applica-
tions of nanotechnology that could save us from other
catastrophic risks. For example, medical applications
of nanotechnology may give us the tools to stave off
the next pandemic virus that could be mutating in
some distant corner of the world right now. Or
nanotechnology may be used to protect us from some
asteroid hurtling through space on a path that will
intercept the earth sometime in the future. While these
scenarios may be remote, so too are the catastrophic
scenarios for nanotechnology. Truth be told, no one
knows for sure which of these implausible scenarios
are the most implausible. Banning nanotechnology
based on the precautionary principle could just as
easily prevent as create a future catastrophic risk to
humankind. Thus, while the precautionary principle
provides a useful general philosophy, and while some
application of precaution is certainly appropriate to
guide the development of nanotechnology, the pre-
cautionary principle itself fails to provide a workable
risk management approach.

In sum, neither the traditional risk management
principles nor the new precautionary principle pro-
vides an acceptable approach for regulating nano-
technology. For past technologies, that would
normally have meant that risk regulation would be
postponed until further evidence of a real problem
had emerged [19, 37, 83], perhaps with the interim
use of some secondary risk management tools such as
risk communication, liability, self-regulation, and
insurance [6, 26].

For the same reasons, it is perhaps not surprising that,
despite the enormous attention given to nanotechnology
in recent years, no national government has yet enacted
any traditional nano-specific regulation [8, 9].

Public Perceptions of Nanotechnology Risks

As the previous section demonstrated, anticipatory
regulation of nanotechnology pursuant to current
models appears inappropriate and ill-advised. It is
equally inadvisable, however, for regulators to sit
back and do nothing. As we have previously noted,
legal regulation of nanotechnology is inevitable [42].
The ethical, environmental, and economic issues that
nanotechnology raises, whether probable or fantasti-
cal, will necessitate some regulatory response, if only
because of political pressure. The public is already
making up its mind about nanotechnology’s risks and
benefits, and they are doing so on the basis of very
little information [3, 31, 50, 62].

The public’s willingness to form premature opin-
ions about nanotechnology’s benefits and risks may
jeopardize the development of the technology. As one
commentator put it, “[o]ne of the greatest challenges
facing nanotechnology is avoiding a backlash from
the public that slows or even halts the progress of
research and development.” ([62], p. 335). This
experiential concern, derived from examples of public
backlashes against other technological developments
including genetically modified organisms, nuclear
power, and recombinant DNA technology, merges
with another area of research on how the public forms
opinions about risks in the face of uncertainty.

Decades of research into risk perception have
discovered a series of cognitive and emotional
responses that influence how individuals perceive
risks. Unlike prior models of human cognition as
calculating, rational, and logical, this research has
revealed that individuals employ “heuristics,” mental
short-cuts based on experience and emotion, to assess
potential risks and benefits. Although these heuristics
work well in many cases, they are especially
vulnerable in cases of uncertainty, where they are
prone to systematic and predictable errors.

Adding to the concern that individuals may make
skewed determinations of risk based on heuristics is
the fact that such decisions are not made in a vacuum.
Social interactions, for example, play an important
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role in the formation and reinforcement of heuristic
reasoning [31, 71]. As a result, reactive media
attention and the concerted actions of public interest
groups can directly affect how individuals initially
perceive risks—often resulting in the cementing of
opinion on a given technology’s risks and benefits,
making that opinion exceedingly difficult to change
and often resulting in extreme positions [31, 64].

The danger that nascent public opinion on the risks
and benefits of nanotechnology will be inappropriately
informed by unbalanced media attention, reinforced by
social interactions, and cemented into extreme positions
of fear and dread is certainly real. Worse yet, there is
growing evidence that many individuals are predisposed
to fear nanotechnology, as demonstrated by the over-
reaction to the initial (but false) reports that people made
ill by the German cleaning product “Magic Nano” were
the first demonstrated injuries from a nanotechnology
product (it was subsequently revealed that, despite its
name, Magic Nano was not a nanotechnology product)
([83], p. 704; [75]).

The decades-long research of behavioral scientists
has led to one unmistakable conclusion—human
beings seldom assess uncertain risks based solely on
information, probabilities, or logical assessment.
When confronted with questions such as, “will
rapidly advancing nanotechnology revolutionize
health-care, the nature of computers, and the struc-
tures of materials, or will it lead to as yet uncontem-
plated new forms of pollution and cancer,” ([39], p.
119) people do not wait until they have information to
make an assessment. Instead, people rely on heuristics
to make a quick, intuitive, and at times emotional
assessment about the likelihood a given risk will
occur. In place of rational assessment, behavioral
science posits that “people rely on a limited number
of heuristic principles which reduce the complex tasks
of assessing probabilities and predicting values to
simpler judgmental operations” ([76], p. 3). In this
way, heuristics “play a role in aiding individuals in
ascertaining the relative risks posed by future events
without resorting to more accurate, but time consum-
ing, statistical analysis” [74]. Unfortunately, “heuris-
tics serve people well in many circumstances, but
they also create vulnerabilities to the predations of
advertisers, political spin doctors, trial attorneys, and
ordinary con artists” ([54], p. 1165).

The research into risk perception has identified
numerous common heuristics that people employ to

assess risks and benefits. For example, in many cases
people react to possible risks by focusing solely on
the type of harm rather than the probability of harm
(probability neglect) [68]. In other situations, when
confronted with actual harms, individuals seek human
causes and downplay the possibilities that chance and
nature are responsible (the mythical benevolence of
nature; [69, 70]. Finally, other researchers have
concluded that individuals cannot simultaneously
perceive that individual technologies have both
benefits and risks, and as a result cognitively privilege
benefits to the exclusion of risks or vice versa
(cognitive dissonance avoidance; [39]). These are
but a few of the cognitive and emotional processes
that researchers have identified as affecting risk
perceptions [52]. The key to understanding these
heuristics and biases is to see that individuals do not
arrive at them analytically: they are knee-jerk,
unreflective, intuitive, reactive, and experiential.

The most important of these heuristics for nano-
technology is “Affect.” First introduced by Paul
Slovic, the Affect heuristic “refers to people’s
tendency to rapidly and automatically have positive
or negative feeling when confronted with a certain
word, concept, or other stimulus” ([39], p. 161). In
other words, individuals have a predisposition, most
likely unconscious, towards various stimuli. When
confronted with such a stimulus, individuals react to it
affectively [28, 31, 52, 63, 65, 67, 70, 76].

An interesting effect of the Affect heuristic is the
tendency of individuals to negatively correlate a
technology’s perceived risk with its benefit. In other
words, numerous studies have shown that where
individuals believe a technology has high benefits,
they automatically believe its risks are low. Converse-
ly, where risk is perceived to be high, the benefits are
correspondingly seen as low. This negative correla-
tion has been shown to affect both lay and expert
opinions, and is robust even in the face of counter-
vailing evidence [63]. Based on this finding, research-
ers hypothesize that individuals possess an emotive
and ingrained response to various stimuli. In short,
how individuals feel about a particular stimulus
directs how they perceive its dangers or benefits [63].

The question, of course, is how do people arrive at
these affective orientations? In many cases, individuals
do not assess technologies as separate risks (or benefits),
but instead adopt a world-view that automatically, or
“affectively,” views technology as risky [63]. A recent
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study by Kahan et al. [31] investigated the role that
Affect played in determining assessments of nanotech-
nology risks. According to Kahan, “the visceral,
emotional responses of our subjects, pro or con,
determined how beneficial or dangerous they thought
nanotechnology was likely to be…” ([31], p. 3).

Of some comfort to those interested in nanotech-
nology is the finding that “these instantaneous judg-
ments were not static. Individuals exposed to
information on the risks and benefits of nanotechnol-
ogy formed different views from individuals not so
informed” ([31], p. 3). Less heartening, however, was
the finding that “the ways in which information
influenced our subjects—whether it inclined them to
see nanotechnology as more risky or more beneficial—
was highly conditional on the values they held” ([31],
p. 3). Thus, individuals who viewed themselves (or,
better put, were affectively inclined) as hierarchical or
egalitarian, individualistic or communitarian, inter-
preted information about nanotechnology risks and
benefits to conform to their affective dispositions. The
fact that Affect so deeply guided individual views on
the risks or benefits of nanotechnology, even in the
face of evidence contrary to their initial beliefs, led
Kahan and others to conclude:

These results paint a picture … of at least one
possible future for nanotechnology. It is one in
which citizens rapidly take affect-driven posi-
tions, which harden as they conform what they
learn thereafter to their more basic cultural
attitudes toward technology and risk. The result
is likely to be a state of political polarization
over the desirability of nanotechnology that very
much resembles the one that now exists for other
controversial environmental issues, including
nuclear power and global warming. Or at least
that is how things are likely to play out absent
the development of strategies that neutralize the
tendency of persons to assimilate information in
a manner that confirms their emotional and
cultural predispositions ([31], pp. 3–4).

The bleak picture painted by this study is made
worse when we consider a second common heuristic,
“Availability.” The Availability heuristic is among the
most widely studied and has achieved the most
attention in legal circles. Although it is employed in
numerous aspects of cognition, its chief role is in
assessing the likelihood of risks. [76]. According to

researchers, individuals who can easily recall a
memory specific to a given harm are predisposed to
overestimating the probability of its recurrence,
compared to other more likely harms to which no
memory is attached. In other words, “the availability
heuristic captures the mental process by which people
assume that events more easily recalled are more
likely to recur” [74]. A classic example of Availability
is that individuals who have seen or read about a
house burning down are more likely to believe their
own house will burn down than: (a) they were prior to
witnessing the event, and (b) others who have not
shared a similar experience.

The nature of the initial experience also determines
the influence of the Availability heuristic on the
assessment of recurrence probabilities. Thus, “[t]he
impact of seeing a house burning… is probably greater
than the impact of reading about a fire in the local paper”
[74]. The recency of an experience also affects the
level of risk individuals assign to a given event.

Numerous factors affect individual recall and
Availability, including suggestion, memorization, re-
cency, and the amount of information recalled. If we
are to take the existence of the Availability heuristic
seriously, we must assume that the subjective percep-
tion of risk for a given event or policy may be linked
to the respondent’s experiences, with some experi-
ences having a more direct effect than others;
“availability may be endogenous to individual predis-
positions” ([69, 70], p. 759).

An important point for understanding these heu-
ristics is that each is sensitive, perhaps keyed into, the
imagery and meaning associated with a given risk;
and imagery and meaning are deeply affected by
social interactions. With Affect, the imagery and
perception of a risk may be endogenous, but can be
influenced and exacerbated by social interactions [63,
69, 70]. With Availability, the imagery and meaning
attached to a risk are by definition found in public
messages and experiences. The effect that external
imagery and social reinforcement can have on
individual perceptions of risk has led many to
conclude that the media, public interest groups,
industry, and government have real power to influ-
ence the public’s perceptions about the nature and
probability of risk associated with a given technology.

Many have noted, and it is indeed intuitive, that as
media attention and the actions of interested parties
continually emphasize certain risks, especially when
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they tend to stigmatize the relevant technology, it is
possible for such images to overwhelm objective and
balanced information about true probabilities and
harms. Thus, there are real incentives for those who
oppose implementation of a new technology (for
whatever reason) to highlight images that evoke
dread, fear, disgust, and similar emotions (cf. “Frank-
enfood”). Where political actors are able to persis-
tently project such images, technologies may be
stigmatized as inherently dangerous [33]. Once so
stigmatized, “vivid images and concrete pictures of
disaster can ‘crowd out’ other kinds of thoughts,
including the crucial thought that the probability of a
disaster is really small” [69].

The real importance of stigmatization is that it has
effects far beyond the individuals who may be con-
vinced of the dangers of a given technology or
application. As just noted, individuals form perceptions
of risk based in large measure on social interactions with
peer groups [63]. Thus, “representative anecdotes and
gripping examples can move rapidly from one person
to another. Once several people start to take an
example as probative, many people may come to be
influenced by their opinion, giving rise to cascade
effects…[a] problem [that] might well be aggravated
by certain media and new technologies” ([70], p. 759).
Cascade effects are most closely associated with
Availability, but can also have impacts on Affect by
reinforcing affective dispositions and associating tech-
nologies with specific risks that individuals are
affectively predisposed to fear or loathe ([33, 81], p.
27, [23, 35, 54, 63], p. 221).

Nanotechnology is especially susceptible to cascade
effects and affective hardening of positions. The
experiences of GMOs and other “controversial” tech-
nologies have led political actors to consciously
highlight dreaded harms and to persistently publicize
anecdotes that reinforce the availability of such harms in
connection with new technologies like nanotechnology.
As a result, some now believe that “functional dis-
course… is largely absent from technology debates, and
the climate necessary for productive discourse is
poisoned” ([39], p. 117). Indeed, in the case of
nanotechnology, some already believe that “the only
messages… currently reaching the public are negative
ones portrayed in movies and television…” ([62], p.
335). Media depictions of nanotechnology tend to
emphasize fantastical risks, including widespread
environmental degradation, increased cancer, and even

the destruction of the human race [62]. In the face of
such overwhelming negative publicity, it is quite likely
that nanotechnology will be subject to availability
cascades, strongly anti-nano affective attitudes, and
overestimates of the probability of specific risks.

This bleak picture is not, however, the only
possible future for nanotechnology. Although we
have focused here on the ways in which heuristic
processes may lead to overestimation of risks, it is
equally possible that individuals may focus on
benefits. Availability cascades and affective attitudes
may also produce perceptions of the benefits of the
technology as overly probabilistic and overly desir-
able. If available imagery and affective reasoning (and
messages sent to appeal to such reasoning) strongly
support the technology, these may offset risk-based
reasoning or even overwhelm it.

Of course, no one yet knows whether nanotechnol-
ogy’s risks do outweigh its benefits. What is clear,
however, is that fear-based, or risk-focused, attention
to nanotechnology has recently begun to outweigh
attention to its potential benefits [62]. In order to keep
open the possibility of a reasoned discourse on the
risks and benefits of nanotechnology, therefore, some
action must be taken to reassure the public that
nanotechnology risks are being actively managed,
while avoiding the pitfalls of anticipatory regulation
under pre-existing models. As Cass Sunstein has
noted, “Government should take action that reassures
people, even if such actions are not justified on
technical grounds” [64, 70].

The question is, what action? In the next section,
we outline a plan for a gradual, flexible, and
evolutionary approach to nanotechnology regulation
that we believe would be an important first step in
restoring balance to the discourse on nanotechnology
risks and benefits, while reassuring the public that
steps are being taken to identify and control those
risks. Our approach is consistent with a developing
consensus among regulatory scholars that a non-
traditional “soft law” approach that is incremental,
reflexive, and cooperative will be needed to manage
the risks of nanotechnology, at least in the near future
[7–9, 18, 20, 36, 37, 49, 57, 60, 80, 83; but see 27].

New Risk Management Model

Given the pervasive uncertainty and dynamism of
current nanotechnology developments, we suggest a
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flexible, evolutionary approach to risk “regulation,”
especially in the immediate, near and medium terms.
The approach we suggest is flexible in two senses.
Substantively, it draws on multiple approaches to
addressing risk, not only the accepted models of risk
regulation discussed above, but also more general
approaches to the appropriate handling of risky
technologies, such as the notion of product steward-
ship and the professional ethics of researchers.
Procedurally, as these examples suggest, our approach
favors subsidiarity and decentralization: the participa-
tion of a wide range of private and public stake-
holders, including those currently researching and
commercializing nanotechnology, in developing and
applying risk management norms. Broad stakeholder
participation should help us gain a better understand-
ing of the actual risks and benefits of particular
nanotechnology products and processes, communicate
that understanding to the public, and enable multiple
approaches to managing risk. Over time, the experi-
ence and learning these approaches produce should
allow societies to gradually develop appropriate and
cost-effective systems of regulation.

While no regulatory approach can overcome all the
heuristics that distort individuals’ assessments of
risks, this approach does address some of the major
issues. Our approach emphasizes transparency and
dissemination of information to the public by all
participating actors; in addition, it emphasizes active
participation of stakeholders, including public interest
groups, in developing and applying risk management
norms. The result would be to create and disseminate
accurate images, and even actual experiences, of the
benefits, risks, and probabilities associated with
nanotechnology. Transparency and participation
would be ongoing, providing regular updating of
availability perceptions. In addition, this approach
would demonstrate to concerned onlookers that
multiple actors, from academic researchers to manu-
facturers to government agencies, are actively identi-
fying and addressing potential risks through a range
of techniques. Finally, if properly managed, this
approach should generate an increased level of public
trust in those responsible for the development of
nanotechnology.

As noted above, the current risk status of nano-
technology is dominated by uncertainty. Many poten-
tial environmental, health, and safety risks are
uncertain in terms of severity, threshold exposure

levels, variations among even closely related products
and processes, and the like; other risks are “unknown
unknowns.” A lack of definitional certainty as to what
exactly constitutes nanotechnology exacerbates this
uncertainty and hampers efforts to identify and
address the risks of particular applications, technolo-
gies, and research processes.

Despite this pervasive uncertainty, the growing
political pressure to regulate and the need to control
social responses mean that some form of regulatory
response will likely be required in the near future.
Since nanotechnology R&D, manufacturing and other
activities are proceeding apace, it is important to
begin immediately to develop ways to deal with the
potential risks, whether fully actualized or merely
perceived.

Theoretical Background

Although traditional models of technology risk
regulation are inappropriate for the reasons discussed
above, lessons from the broader study of regulation
are highly relevant. One of the most influential recent
works in that literature, Ayres & Braithwaite’s
Responsive Regulation [4], provides the theoretical
inspiration for our approach.

Responsive Regulation was written at a time of
widespread debate about the merits of “deregulation.”
Ayres & Braithwaite, however, argued that the choice
between “regulation” (understood as traditional com-
mand and control) and “deregulation” is a false one:
Regulation always involves a symbiotic relationship
between public and private actions, and the interac-
tions between these two realms can be managed,
responding precisely to varying conditions and be-
havior across industries and even firms, to obtain
better regulatory outcomes. Their emphasis on sub-
stantive flexibility and subsidiarity or decentralization
mirrors our own views on appropriate risk regulation
for nanotechnology.

Ayres and Braithwaite employed the construct of a
“pyramid” to illustrate their flexible approach to
regulation. Most narrowly, this pyramid depicts the
spectrum of possible sanctions—from persuasion and
warnings, at the base, up through civil, licensure, and
criminal penalties, at the peak—available to regulatory
agencies. A broader version of the pyramid captures
the range of regulatory strategies available at the
national level—from self-regulation at the base,
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through supervised or enforced self-regulation and
other forms of public–private interaction in the
middle, to standard forms of command-and-control
regulation, still with a range of possible penalties as
depicted on the original pyramid, at the peak (Fig. 1).

With this tool kit at hand, regulators can play a tit-
for-tat strategy: they allow firms to self-regulate so
long as the firms reciprocate with responsible action;
if instead some firms act opportunistically, regulators
respond to the defectors with appropriate penalties
and more stringent regulation. The threat of regulato-
ry intervention both deters non-compliance by poten-
tial defectors and encourages all firms to develop an
attitude of social responsibility. If this strategy is
skillfully deployed, the majority of regulatory activity
will occur near the base of the pyramid, at the lowest
levels of governmental intrusion (e.g., persuasion or
self-regulation), with more intrusive actions taken
only when softer measures prove unworkable.

Recent scholarship has attempted to apply the
regulatory pyramid to nanotechnology. Bowman and
Hodge [9] use a pyramid model to argue for a complex
regulatory system for nanotechnology (Fig. 2). Their
pyramid is hexagonal, with six sides that correspond to
families of issues including occupational health and
safety, environmental protection, product safety, priva-
cy and civil liberties, intellectual property, and inter-
national law. In addressing each set of issues, the
pyramid suggests that regulators should deploy a range

of regulatory options, from “soft law” to “hard law,” as
called for by Ayres & Braithwaite [4].

While the pyramid model provides the theoretical
inspiration for our approach, both the Ayres/
Braithwaite and Bowman/Hodge models are largely
static: they envision a fully developed regulatory
system that can effectively manage a particular set of
risks. Both models, moreover, are designed for
advanced nations with highly developed legal sys-
tems, in which legislatures and agencies can create,
communicate, and utilize a range of regulatory
options. Finally, both at least implicitly assume high
levels of information and understanding on the part of
regulators. As such, both models may better depict a
potential future regulatory end state than an immedi-
ate approach capable of addressing the risks of a
dynamic technology in an environment of pervasive
uncertainty, as is the case with nanotechnology.

Incremental Regulation

The concepts behind these models, however, can be
deployed in a different way to address the uncertain risk
situation of nanotechnology today. Rather than viewing
persuasion, soft law, self-regulation, command-and-
control regulation and the like as components or
“layers” within a static regulatory system, we extend
the regulatory pyramid through time, viewing these
approaches as sequential.

Fig. 1 Ayres & Braithwaite regulatory pyramid (adapted with
permission from Ayres and Braithwaite [4]

Fig. 2 A conceptual model for the regulatory frontiers of
nanotechnology. Source: Bowman and Hodge [7]
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In the near term, we would begin with softer and
more decentralized measures, including self-regula-
tion. We would emphasize those measures that will
produce the greatest information, coupled with mech-
anisms for learning from them. As in the original
pyramid model, such soft regulatory strategies are the
most flexible and the least costly and intrusive. To be
sure, however, in a sequential approach the initial
stages will not be subject to the ongoing agency
oversight and threat of tit-for-tat regulatory interven-
tion that characterize a fully developed regulatory
system; the risk of opportunism undoubtedly exists.
That risk is the principal basis for criticizing incre-
mental or soft law approaches. For example, in
proposing a set of “Principles for the Oversight of
Nanotechnologies and Nanomaterials,” a coalition of
civil society organizations recently argued: “Voluntary
approaches are wholly inadequate to oversee nano-
technology. Voluntary programs lack incentives for
‘bad actors’… to participate, thus leaving out the
entities most in need of regulation” [27].

Yet there are other incentives for responsible action
by those involved in nanotechnology. These include the
need to overcome public fears and avoid reputational
costs, stigmatization, and backlash; the risk of costly
litigation and liability; and the desire to forestall
inappropriate mandatory regulation. To a considerable
extent, these social forces fill the role of the regulator’s
tit-for-tat strategy. Some actors, such as scientific
researchers, are influenced by professional norms of
responsibility, quite apart from legal incentives. Civil
society organizations can pressure those working with
nanotechnology to adopt responsible approaches, and
can participate in multi-stakeholder programs; soft
regulation need not be limited to self-regulation.

In addition, as we argue below, even in the near
term we would encourage regulators and other public
officials to promote responsible private actions and
steer them in desirable directions (for example, by
encouraging transparency and participation, two other
principles proposed by the coalition); fund research
on the risks of nanotechnology (perhaps focusing on
broader and longer-term risks that private actors have
weaker incentives to consider); and take other
supportive actions short of mandatory regulation.

Finally, the call for immediate regulation overlooks
two countervailing considerations. The first is the
social cost of regulation that is inappropriately
designed; the risk of design error is quite high, since

immediate regulation would almost inevitably be
based on one of the existing risk management
approaches we have criticized as inadequate. The
second is the difficulty of achieving political consen-
sus and action on specific forms of regulation—even
in one country, let alone on a harmonized basis across
countries. Soft approaches may lack the potency of
mandatory law, but they are often much easier to put
in place.

Over time, as society learns about the actual risks
and benefits of nanotechnology from its early expe-
riences with state-supported voluntary measures, a
regulatory end state similar to the Aryes/Braithwaite
and Bowman/Hodge pyramids can be gradually built
up. All stages of this approach should be managed
with a high degree of transparency and stakeholder
participation, to provide accurate images of risks,
benefits and probabilities, build trust, and set the stage
for an effective regulatory system.

Figure 3 provides a rough graphical depiction of
our incremental approach. We suggest only a few
broad regulatory categories in Fig. 3, but these appear
to correlate well with current initiatives seeking to
address the risks of nanotechnology. Of particular
importance is the “Immediate” section of our gradual
pyramid. If it is true, as suggested above, that
nanotechnology may be sliding towards stigmatiza-
tion, producing more complete information about
current research, manufacturing and other applica-
tions, and about the actual risks and benefits of
nanotechnology, is essential to avoid stigmatization
and help form appropriate affective reactions to this
emerging technology.

Information Gathering and Dissemination

In the immediate future, the greatest need for
“regulation” is to increase the accumulation and
dissemination of knowledge about the current state
of nanotechnology research, development, and appli-
cation, and about the risks and benefits of specific
products and processes. Information gathering and
dissemination are essential to properly assess the risks
of nanotechnology and to provide accurate and
trustworthy messages to the public. Such information
may not overcome all negative affective reactions, but
accurate and trustworthy messages should at least
avoid any widespread affective antagonism or avail-
ability cascades.
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Numerous nanotechnology stakeholders support
this early emphasis on information. For example, the
American Chemistry Council (ACC) has adopted a
formal Position on Nanotechnology. It calls for
increased public funding for research into methods
to assess the impact of nanotechnology on environ-
ment, health, and safety. The ACC also calls for
global coordination of regulatory, research and stan-
dard-setting activities, including an assessment of the
adequacy of existing statutes and regulatory programs
that might apply to nanotechnology. The ACC has
been joined by an unlikely ally in this effort:
Environmental Defense (ED), a non-governmental
environmental organization. In a 2005 Joint Statement
of Principles [15], Environmental Defense and ACC
note the urgency to “identify and better understand
nanotechnology’s potential risks up front.” To this
end, the two groups call for “an international effort to
standardize testing protocols, hazard and exposure
assessment approaches, and nomenclature and termi-
nology,” as well as a significant increase in public
funding for safety research and an assessment of
existing regulations. More broadly, the two groups
call for a broad “multi-stakeholder dialogue” includ-
ing all interested parties. In the view of the ACC and
ED, such an “open and transparent process” is the
best guarantee that the potential risks of nanomaterials
will be identified and minimized. We would add that
such a process is also the best guarantee of public
understanding and trust.

ED has also joined with other partners from
industry to seek appropriate regulatory responses to
nanotechnology. Perhaps most notably, ED partnered
with DuPont to develop a Nanorisk Framework [16].
This project aims to develop a practical framework
to understand and manage nanotechnology risks. It
seeks a responsible approach to development, pro-
duction, use, and disposal of nanoscale materials
across the entire nanotechnology product lifecycle.
Like our regulatory model, the project includes
several phases. The initial phase includes several
steps that are consistent with our approach: (1)
identifying the risks of the nanomaterials dealt with
by DuPont and identifying the tests appropriate for
particular products at various stages of development;
(2) developing techniques of risk management, with
a focus on safe procedures for handling nanomate-
rials at different stages of the lifecycle; (3) develop-
ing transparency mechanisms, techniques for
informing internal and external stakeholders, includ-
ing the general public, about risk identification and
risk management decisions; and finally (4) establish-
ing systems to track the implementation and deter-
mine the efficacy of risk management techniques,
with appropriate feedback, evaluation, and adjust-
ment. This program seems well designed to produce
and disseminate accurate information, develop un-
conventional forms of “regulation” in the form of
safe handling protocols, and build trust among
stakeholders and the general public.

Graduated Regulatory Pyramid

Short Term

Medium Term

Long Term

Immediate

Hard Law/Legislation

Enforced Self-Regulation

Self-Regulation

Information Gathering/Dissemination

Multi Stakeholder Norms

Fig. 3 Building up the reg-
ulatory pyramid over time
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Self-Regulation

In the short term, our approach emphasizes self-
regulation, coupled with the development of multi-
stakeholder norms and policies. Once again, this
approach not only recognizes the nascent nature of
nanotechnology, but also corresponds to the actions of
relevant stakeholders.

The ACC again offers a relevant example. In its
Position on Nanotechnology, the organization makes
clear that, even as other regulatory options are
studied, member firms are to apply to their nanotech-
nology activities the “product stewardship” principles
incorporated in the ACC Global Chemicals Manage-
ment Policy and the Responsible Care program
developed by the International Council of Chemical
Associations (ICCA) in response to the 1984 Bhopal
incident. To be sure, “product stewardship” is a highly
amorphous concept, but it incorporates important
elements, such as commitments to a product lifecycle
approach and to continuous improvement, and repre-
sents a familiar self-regulatory approach that business
can readily implement. The ICCA has declared that
the product stewardship concept will increasingly
pervade self-regulatory programs such as Responsible
Care, and has pledged to establish a strengthened and
unified product stewardship program to evaluate and
manage chemical risks and benefits, including those
relating to nanotechnology. Meanwhile, the Respon-
sible Care program—which was very weak in its
initial form—has been strengthened by the involve-
ment of outside stakeholders through third-party
audits of compliance, an approach that should help
strengthen public trust in self-regulation within
competitive industries. The ACC–ED Joint Principles
likewise call for “appropriate protective measures” to
be implemented as an aspect of responsible technol-
ogy development while information is gathered and
standards created.

The ED–Dupont agreement observes that it would
be harmful to business as well as society to
commercialize a new technology like nanotechnology
before appropriately identifying and managing its
risks; potential costs to business might include costly
litigation, liability and cleanup requirements. The
agreement specifically declares that it is in the best
interests of industry, the public, and the environment
for business to proactively develop, in advance of
government regulation, a framework for responsible

nanotechnology management. In addition to directly
enhancing safe product development and public
acceptance, these actors view a self-regulatory frame-
work as providing a workable model for reasonable
government policy at a later time, consistent with our
gradual approach to building up a complete regulatory
system. In their agreement, DuPont and ED commit to
developing both broad self-regulatory principles (e.g.,
that new nanomaterials will be tested before being
marketed) and specific guidelines on implementing
those principles. Finally, the partners agree to dem-
onstrate the framework they develop by applying it to
an actual product or process; revise and refine the
framework following the pilot project; apply the
framework across DuPont’s activities involving nano-
technology; and disseminate the framework to other
firms, industry associations, and government agen-
cies, promoting it as a regulatory model.

Multi-Stakeholder Norms

Ayres & Braithwaite [4] correctly observe that self-
regulation alone is unlikely to be satisfactory. Expe-
rience with other industries and technologies where
firms face strong competitive incentives to minimize
self-regulatory expenditures makes clear the need to
monitor compliance and exert pressure for compli-
ance on firms, especially in the absence of mandatory
regulation; failures of self-regulation can be highly
damaging to public confidence, especially if they
cause visible harms that influence public attitudes
through the action of the availability heuristic. Ayres
& Braithwaite conclude that the best way to ensure
industry compliance is to bring groups representing
the public interest into the regulatory process.

In our incremental regulatory approach, each stage
can, and probably should, involve the participation not
only of firms, researchers, and other targets of regulation
(who may also be engaged in self-regulation), but also
of appropriate advocates for the public interest and other
stakeholders. Ayers & Braithwaite envisioned a com-
plex formal process for incorporating these groups in
public regulatory procedures; especially in the early
stages of the gradual regulatory process we envision,
however, participation will have to be more informal, as
in several recent developments.

The ACC–ED and ED–DuPont agreements already
reflect a decentralized multi-stakeholder approach.
Moreover, both explicitly endorse broader multi-
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stakeholder participation. The ED–DuPont agreement,
in particular, commits the parties to “engage a wide
range of … stakeholders at various stages throughout
the project to draw on their expertise and solicit
input…. The project will ... include interim check-
points for the Parties to … share interim results with
other stakeholders, and solicit input from other stake-
holders.” In addition, the goal of the ED–DuPont
project is to develop a framework for (self-)regulation
“that will be accepted, endorsed and adopted by a
wide range of stakeholders, including other compa-
nies, other public interest groups, academia and
government agencies.”

The best and most prominent example of a multi-
stakeholder approach to voluntary regulation is the
Foresight Guidelines for Responsible Nanotechnolo-
gy Development (Foresight Institute 2006). The
Guidelines were sponsored by the Foresight Institute,
which was organized explicitly to provide a public
forum for discussion of the risks and benefits of
nanotechnology and to “pave the way” for its societal
acceptance. Institute members include scientists,
engineers, business people, investors, ethicists, policy
makers and laypersons as well as firms; thus the
organization represents a broad spectrum of stake-
holders, interests, and opinions. It has been at the
forefront of public discussions of nanotechnology
risks and benefits.

The Foresight Guidelines (FGL) focus on “pro-
ductive nanosystems.” Currently, these systems form
“a research oriented class of nanotechnology that will
produce programmable, molecular-scale systems that
make other useful nanostructured materials and
devices.” The Institute sees such systems as qualita-
tively different from nanomaterials, especially in their
regulatory implications.

The FGL were initially developed at an expert
workshop held in 1999; they have been revised
multiple times through subsequent workshops, web-
based community discussion, and other modalities.
The version we discuss here is Draft Version 6,
released in April 2006.

The FGL make an extraordinarily strong argument
for the value of “soft law,” especially as applied by
researchers and firms themselves. They define soft
law broadly, to include ethical behavior, good
judgment, “professional guidelines and practices”
based in science and knowledge of environmental
and ethical issues, “cultural norms” of good practice

that pervade scientific research, and professional
ethics. According to the FGL, these norms are at
least as effective as “hard law” in preventing unsafe
practices and promoting action against them. Even in
dealing with “rogue” actors who might abuse NT, the
FGL suggest that much of the regulatory action can
remain at the bottom or in the early stages of the
regulatory pyramid. Two examples of soft regulation
discussed in the FGL are moral and technical
education, and the promotion of safe system designs
that make abuse more difficult (in essence, embed-
ding regulation within technology). The FGL include
separate guidelines for different groups of actors
working with nanotechnology; each guideline is cast
as a self-assessment “scorecard,” a notably soft form
of implementation consistent with the FGL’s reliance
on ethics and professional norms.

To illustrate the types of norms contained in the
FGL, consider the guideline for nanotechnology
professionals (basically those involved in R&D). This
guideline indicates that researchers should: adopt
professional guidelines and ethical practices; engage
in proactive stewardship by considering the possible
negative consequences of any products subject to
research and planning to prevent those consequences
or minimize their harmful effects; conceive and
develop products using total lifecycle analysis; quick-
ly address any problems that arise; and practice
inherently safe system design, avoiding the use of
autonomous replicators. Similarly, the guideline for
industry calls for proactive self-regulation, tailored to
the specific risk profile of individual products and
processes; this requires rigorous, balanced analyses of
risks and benefits. This guideline also urges the use of
inherently safe system design.

Other multi-stakeholder approaches to regulation
are being pursued within standard-setting bodies. For
example, the ISO established a Technical Committee
on nanotechnologies in November 2005. In addition
to the basic work of harmonizing terminology,
nomenclature, and measurement, the Committee has
established a working group, chaired by the USA, to
consider “regulatory” standards pertaining to health,
safety, and the environment.

Moving Up the Pyramid

In the medium term, as information about nanotech-
nology risks and benefits is gathered and disseminat-
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ed and as society learns from diverse experiments in
voluntary self- and multi-stakeholder regulation, it
may be necessary to move toward greater govern-
mental involvement, though still short of full-fledged
command-and-control regulation, corresponding to
the middle levels of the regulatory pyramid. This area
of regulatory techniques is highly diverse, and it
would be fruitless to speculate on the forms of
government involvement that might be established.
We briefly discuss one current example of govern-
ment activity that captures the flexibility and public-
private interchange that characterize this area of the
pyramid.

Late in 2005, the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) launched a “collaborative” project to
develop a Nanoscale Materials Stewardship Program.
The EPA noted that it has statutory authority under
the Toxic Substances Control Act to regulate many
nanomaterials as “chemical substances,” and that it
would continue to implement that authority. Yet it
sees the Stewardship Program as a valuable comple-
ment to its more traditional regulatory actions. The
EPA invited broad stakeholder participation, and
intends both to develop and to implement the program
collaboratively and with public input.

Some potential components relate to the immediate
need for better information about risks and benefits:
EPA suggests that it may use the program to compile
existing information from researchers and industry,
and to encourage the development of testing proce-
dures to produce additional information. More nota-
bly, EPA suggests that it may identify and encourage
use of a basic set of risk management practices for
R&D and commercial applications. To identify such
practices, EPA will almost certainly rely on the
existing experiments in product stewardship discussed
here, such as the ED–DuPont agreement. Once EPA
identifies and encourages use of those practices, they
will no longer constitute pure self-regulation, but will
remain soft law, complementing and to a considerable
extent substituting for traditional hard regulation.

Building Up a Pyramid

The EPA Nanomaterials Stewardship Program reflects
precisely the approach we espouse here: begin with
information gathering and assessment, encourage
experiments with self-regulation and multi-stakeholder
norms, move gradually to greater governmental in-

volvement to standardize, scale up and supervise
voluntary programs, perform all these steps with high
levels of transparency and participation, and over time
build up to a regulatory end state that retains the best of
these voluntary mechanisms at the base of the pyramid,
along with formal regulation at the peak of the
pyramid, as required.

For a valuable perspective on this approach,
consider the actions the FGL suggest for regulators.
Many of these guidelines speak to formal, mandatory
regulation at the peak of the pyramid: for example,
they call for regulators to be granted specific
responsibilities and authorities, and for governments
to designate a single regulatory entity to coordinate
nanotechnology activities across agencies. More
strikingly, however, the FGL devote considerable
attention to voluntary actions at the base or in the
early stages of the pyramid, and to relatively subtle
interactions between regulators and the regulated, in
the middle levels of the pyramid. For example, the
FGL suggest that governments should:

a. Rely not only on “regulations,” but also on
“consensus standards promulgated by researchers,
industry, or government.” Whatever their source,
regulatory norms should provide clear and spe-
cific guidelines and require the use of inherently
safe systems.

b. Provide incentives for collaboration among firms,
public interest groups and government on mech-
anisms for continuous improvement and the
application of best practices in the handling of
nanotechnology. This is a clear endorsement of
the product stewardship approach.

c. Provide disincentives for those that fail to follow
reasonable principles and guidelines. For exam-
ple, such actors might be disadvantaged with
regard to access to funding, designs, advanced
nanotechnology capabilities cooperative market
relationships, or collaborative relationships with
public interest groups.

d. Enlist public interest groups and other actors in
the international community to help prevent
deliberate misuse through external verification.

Clearly, then, the FGL envision a regulatory
pyramid, with the enforcement of existing and new
laws through civil and criminal liability forming only
the peak, called into action when lower-level meas-
ures prove to be insufficient. In our view, a similar
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approach applied over time would serve well both this
technology and the interests of the public.

Implementing the Pyramid

A final question, of course, is how our incremental
model—which in its early stages relies on decentralized
measures taken by a range of private and public actors,
including self-regulation and the development of multi-
stakeholder norms and policies—can be adopted and
implemented by the relevant decision makers. To begin,
the preceding discussion has identified numerous
spontaneous self-regulatory initiatives and multi-stake-
holder programs that seek to identify and address the
risks of nanotechnology. Civil society organizations
continue to pressure researchers and business firms to
act responsibly. Governments support research on
nanotechnology impacts and risks, although most
observers agree that more could be done. In short, our
near-term approach is already being implemented, at
least to a considerable degree.

Pure bottom-up initiatives are not, however, the
only ways our approach can be implemented. In the
near term, public authorities can signal concern that
the risks of nanotechnology be adequately identified
and addressed; such actions reinforce civil society
pressure and remind researchers and industry that the
state can intervene with mandatory regulation and a
tit-for-tat strategy if necessary. Public authorities can
also promote and support private initiatives and steer
them in desirable directions, through means such as
persuasion, financial incentives, publicity, and the
implicit threat of regulation. Indeed, a few of our
examples already reflect conscious action by govern-
ment agencies or public officials; the EPA steward-
ship program is but one. Over time, of course, the role
of public regulation will gradually increase.

In some areas more formal state involvement may
be desirable even in the near term. For example, we
have previously noted the need for transnational
coordination of nanotechnology regulation [1] and
urged a multilateral response [42]. One approach
might be a “framework convention,” adopted by
states like any treaty. A framework convention could
incorporate the kinds of near- and mid-term
approaches we propose here: committing states to
support research on the risks of nanotechnology,
promote self-regulatory and multi-stakeholder initia-
tives, encourage and practice transparency and partic-

ipation, exchange information and experiences, and
consult on the form and transnational effects of any
proposal for mandatory regulation [1]. Yet the
“official” nature of a framework convention would
be an important element in achieving cooperation
among diverse and competitive states.

In general, however, formal authorization for an
incremental approach will not be necessary. The
approach may arise through spontaneous actions by
researchers, industry and stakeholders, civil society
pressure, government support and steering, or even
formal government action. It is the incremental
approach itself that is important, as we believe it is
best suited to address the concerns identified in this
paper, and ultimately to build an appropriate and
effective regulatory system for the dynamic field of
nanotechnology.

Conclusion

Nanotechnology presents enormous challenges to risk
management, and existing risk models (including the
new precautionary principle) will not be up to the
challenge. A more incremental, multi-actor, and
multi-component oversight model is needed for
nanotechnology. The successful development of such
a new risk management approach would not only
facilitate the responsible development of nanotech-
nology, but will create a new precedent that could be
used for other emerging technologies of the future.
For example, looking to the recent past, a model
similar to that proposed here might have helped
smooth the introduction of genetically modified
foods. As we look to other technology revolutions
looming in the future, including emerging develop-
ments in telecommunication technologies, surveil-
lance technologies, genetic enhancement, cognitive
sciences, and many others, the need to develop new,
better models for risk management (starting with
nanotechnology) becomes all the more urgent.
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